Cornelya Rotfuchsen was a rogue. All attempts to elimate her
name from the collective memory failed. Even though only behind
closed doors, her name is still mentioned today when it comes to
justice and the protection of the poor and weak.
To that day, the name of Cornelya
Rotfuchsen is known in many places.
Many years ago she caused a furor with a
series of burglaries at the palaces and
residences of the rich and powerful. The
rogue stole a lot of valuable items and
distributed them among the exploited
population. In a creative way, she also
focused attention on unjust conditions,
even taking aim at the church of Helm.
This finally sealed the fate of Cornelya
Rotfuchsen. Through jealousy and
betrayal, she fell into the hands of
Helm’s followers. After a short trial, her
life came to a tragic end in the flames of
the pyre.

Permanent effect. Rotfuchsen’s Belt of
Perception adds +3 to the wearer's
passive perception and grants advantage
on all perception checks.
Rotfuchsen’s spirit. Should the equipped
person take damage, they may stroke the
belt buckle as a reaction to activate the
spirit of Cornelya Rotfuchsen. When this
happens, the damage is halved.
Loadings. Rotfuchsen’s Belt of
Perceptions has three charges. Each
sunrise restores one of them. When all
the charges are expended, roll a d20. On
a result of 1 the Belt of Perception
permanently loses its magical powers.
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Until her arrest, she was in possession of
an item widely known today as
“Rotfuchsen’s Belt of Perception“. It
sometimes helped her to remain
undetected during her activities. After
Cornelya Rotfuchsen’s execution, the
item fell into the hands of the church of
Helm.
Attunement. To unleash the power of the
Rotfuchsen’s Belt of Perception, it must
be worn until the completion of a short
rest.
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